Intratumoral heterogeneity in melanoma
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Introduction & Objectives: Cutaneous melanoma is associated with unpredictable prognosis, because of resistance to conventional antineoplastic treatments.
It has been suggested that intratumoral heterogeneity may be responsible for treatment resistance in some solid tumors. Intratumoral heterogeneity is defined
as the existence of diverse tumor clones with different microscopic and genetic features within a single neoplasm and its metastases. We aim to assess
intratumoral heterogeneity in primary superficial spread (SSM) and nodular (NM) cutaneous melanomas and their paired metastases, by assessing differences
in microscopic appearance and mutational burden of several areas of these tumors.

Table 2: NGS of 41 MMp and 27 MMx paired regions
was performed. Data were filtered to exclude all
synonymous and intronic variants. A quality score
cutoff of 100 and an allele frequency > 15%, with a
sequencing coverage >150X were also applied to
eliminate low frequency artefacts. 26 mutations
were identified (19 missense (73%) ; 1 unknown/NA
(4%); 3 stop (11%), 2 synonymous variant (8%) and 1
deletion (4%)). All mutations present in MMp were
also present in their paired MMx. Mutations present
in ≥2 cases are shown. Other mutations found were
in ERBB4, PTEN, ATM, MET, SMO and STK11 genes.

Figure 3) T-test analysis of MMp+MMx, MMp and MMx groups
showed that spindle cell regions had significant higher frequency
of BRAFV600E mutations in MMp+MMx and MMx groups
(p=0.0039; p=0.0741 p=0.0275)

Figure 4) ANOVA test of MMp+MMx, MMp and MMx groups
showed that moderate/severe inflammatory infiltrate had
significant higher frequency of BRAFV600E mutations in
MMp+MMx group (*p<0,05).

Figure 5) Fisher exact test showed statistical significance (p-value=0.0459) between spindle and
epithelioid regions when the percentage of BRAFV600E mutation cut-off was established at 50%.
Figure 6) Fisher exact test showed statistical significance (p-value=0.0114) between
severe/moderate and low/absent inflammation regions when the percentage of BRAFV600E
mutation cut-off was established at 60%.

Figure 7) When cell morphology and inflammation were paired, regions with
high/moderate inflammatory infiltrate had significant higher percentage of
BRAFV600E mutation in the fusiform regions than epithelioid regions. Significant
difference between high and low infiltrate was only observed in fusiform regions.
Significant difference between epitheliod and fusiform was observed in high infiltrate.
(**p<0,001).
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